
RECENT CLIENTS INCLUDE

BLOG FEATURE
Soul On View: What Aura 
Photography Reveals About

Your True Self

BLOG FEATURE
See Your Aura With
HALO Auragraphic

PRESS

CONTACT

Email: info@haloauragraphic.com       Instagram: @haloauragraphic
haloauragraphic.com
323.599.6386

The Silver HALO pod is where the photos + readings happen. It creates a cool 
experience for each guest + allows us to control the lighting for the photos.

FOOTPRINT
12 Ft x 12 Ft wide
6.5 Ft high

POWER
We only need
1 grounded power
outlet within 25 Ftoutlet within 25 Ft

SET UP
1.5 Hours

TEAR DOWN
45 Minutes

TECH SPECS 

12 Feet Wide Circular
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WHERE
 
We’re built to travel + can be anywhere you need us to be
worldwide...

EVENTS 

GROUP VIBES

POP-UPS

We are available for events of all shapes + sizes

We’ll come to your workspace + capture your
company’s group energy.

                             We come to your store or space. 
It doesn’t cost you a thing! We promote the 
pop-up via social media + sell appointments for 
photos through our website in advance. We also 
leave some space for walk ups. Its a fun, positive 
way to gain new customers + interest in your 
store, while bringing community together!store, while bringing community together!

OFFICE PARTIES
STAFF APPRECIATION
TEAM BUIDLING DAYS

PRIVATE PARTIES
BRAND ACTIVATIONS
RECEPTIONS
CELEBRATIONS EMAIL FOR PRICING

EMAIL FOR PRICING

PHOTO OPTIONS FOR PRIVATE EVENTS 

1. Have us give each guest a personalized interpretation
    of their aura photo. The total process for each portrait
    including the reading is 5 minutes / 12 per hour.

2. Leave out the interpretations to accommodate portraits
    for more of your guests / 17-20 portraits per hour.

  GUESTS RECEIVE

• 1 Aura Portrait on Film

• 1 HALO Photo Gift Box

• 1 4x6 Aura Decoder

HOW

Place your hands on two silver 
hand sensors that read the 
body's electromagnetic energy 
and through a double exposure 
your biofeedback information
is transmitted through ouris transmitted through our
camera onto film.

WHAT

HALO is a portable aura 
photo studio that utilizes
a rare vintage camera to
capture a portrait of you
+ your aura on special
film that is no longer made.film that is no longer made.

WHY

Aura photography is a way to help people dig a little
deeper + gain a greater understanding of themselves +
the world around them. Understanding that we are all
different, that we each have a unique, yet valuable

purpose in this life can help bring unity, + acceptance
on our planet + with each other.


